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Session 1 

 
 

When You Feel Too Small to Make a Difference: 
Purpose and Passion in Your Everyday Ministry 

 

 
VIDEO LINK 
To watch the video session, click here: https://youtu.be/4PcrB7HzGKc. 

  
INTRODUCTION 
 
When You Feel Too Small to Make a Difference: Purpose and Passion in Your Everyday Ministry 
 
In this Easter season, we hear a great many stories from the book of Acts (the early church, established by Paul). 
We are always enthralled by this revolutionary new community, the jaw-dropping rearranging of power 
dynamics, the freeing Gospel of Christ, and so much more! And somehow, in this moment, it seems to be the 
“small” characters that keep jumping out with something moving to tell us; reminding us that it’s not always the 
flashy roles and events that pave the way and enact the love of God in meaningful ways among us. Having 
endured a long season of time apart, many of us have wrestled with our sense of purpose and passion for living, 
serving, and being of good use to God and neighbor through love. Right now, we are especially intrigued by the 
more underplayed characters of Acts that nonetheless play roles of great, though often quiet, 
 significance because we also need assurance and eye-opening to see God’s great works among and within even 
“small” us! We look to the examples of important (though, lesser-known) members in the first century church to 
rekindle within us a sense of our own vocation, and an outward-focused, active love!  Through Acts, we seek to 
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discover anew, how and where God is already working through and leading, precisely us! We recognize that our 
lives have all the significance God gives them (whether we see obvious greatness or only simple gifts). In Gods 
guiding hands, and filled with God’s love, we become exactly what is most needed - right where we are!   
 
 

SCRIPTURE REFERENCES 
 
As we noted above, we’re focusing on little-known, and seldom-mentioned characters. However, God speaks 
profoundly through their lives and through the bits of them we know!   
 
Acts 18:1-17  (focus on verse 8)  
Crispus is a leader in the Synagogue but when Paul is attacked there and takes refuge with 
the synagogue’s neighbor, Titius, something unexpected happens: Despite the position of his community, the 
leader, Crispus, and his family come to believe!   
 
1 Corinthians 1:14     
Crispus briefly mentioned only once more: in the midst of Paul’s call to Christian unity.  
 
Isaiah 55 (especially v.10-11)  
God’s Word is faithful, and its faithfulness endures. We may be concerned that God’s purposes for us will pass 
us by, or that we are not big or important enough to make a difference, but this assurance teaches us otherwise. 
God’s intentions will prevail. And no thing, experience, act of love, season of life will be wasted.   
 
 

OVERVIEW  
 
In Acts, the Apostle Paul is traveling, ministering, and church-planting; spreading the good news of Jesus’ death 
and resurrection! 
 
But he’s not welcome everywhere… 
 
Paul arrives and begins teaching at the synagogue in Corinth, where he is entertained for some time, but then 
driven out by the people there. Abused by them, Paul even vows that he’s done ministering to the Jews and will 
focus on Gentiles from now on! Fleeing, he takes refuge at the home of Titius Justus, neighbor to the synagogue. 
To everyone’s surprise Crispus, the leader of the Jewish temple, either by seeing the daily witness of Titius or by 
truly listening deeply to Paul, miraculously comes to believe in the message of Paul – the person of Jesus! Not 
only Crispus, but his whole household believes, and many others in Corinth, besides!  
 
Now, what does this have to do with us?  
 
Crispus may have been a synagogue leader, but while his previous role was steeped in power, in becoming a 
follower of Christ, he chooses to hand over his status and newly stake his identity in humble faith 
instead. Crispus barely receives 2 sentences in the Bible and is nowhere close to the center of attention in Acts, 
but his genuine belief and response to the gospel still speaks volumes! He also experiences many of the same 
challenges we do: the choice between maintaining social status and other perks, or following our deepest God-
given convictions about what is right and true. Being truly willing to listen to even inconvenient things God might 
be telling us and leading us to. By his genuine reaction to Christ, witnessing to those in his circle of influence 
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(family, friends, etc.). Setting an example, without assurance that others will follow. Trusting God with his 
actions and to use the very specifics of his story and who he is to matter for (and witness to) others.     
This is the stuff of taking daily faith seriously – the life-changing gift of God, which we do not earn. This is 
the practice of leaning into that faith and God’s callings for us and trusting God to use “little old us” 
for more good than we can imagine! 
 
 
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 
*Focus on the FOLLOW THROUGH section questions if you are short on time this week!   

 
1. For you, is it easier for you to perform one great/impressive act of serving others, or to consistently work 

toward practicing love and deeper integrity in daily life? Both can be a means of witness! Do you see one as 
more meaningful than the other? How so/Why?   

 
2. When do you most feel your witness is “too small” or insufficient? Why do you think that is? Is it ever self-

defeating? What might God have to say to you about it? Is God any less invested in (or capable of) using 
you as an everyday witness in those times?   

 
3. Share with one another about a time someone else’s small action really meant something to you. Perhaps all 

they had to do was just brightly be their own, unique selves, and that’s what struck you!  Do you think 
they were aware of everyone’s lives they touched? Or how profoundly they may have made a difference?  

  
4. BONUS: Seeing someone you know change because of their beliefs or convictions can bring along overlapping 

and complicated feelings including confusion, resentment, betrayal, but also curiosity, and even hope. Surely 
the Jews who watched their temple leader Crispus turn “about-face” and start following Jesus were 
floored. There may have been other changes in how he acted as well (perhaps newly passionate, grace-filled, 
humble?). When have you noticed a positive change in someone around you (maybe straightening out their 
life, starting to be more healthy, or getting more involved in community)? What effect did that have on you, 
personally? What are the different feelings that arose?  If it made you upset or felt challenging, what do you 
think is really behind that feeling? What did it make you wonder about that person, or the cause of their 
changes? What might stand in your own way of being changed, or leaning more into the life you feel God 
desires for you?  
 

 

FOLLOW THROUGH 
Find a quiet spot, and a comfortable position for your body, perhaps with palms facing upward (as if to receive 
from God), and participate in the meditative video (11 minutes) found at the address below.   
 
Relax. Breathe. Open your heart wide in this time of introspection, so as to sense and feel what God might be 
speaking to specifically you! Let the words guide you, and music carry you into holy pondering and prayer. Hold 
on to savory words that stick and hold lightly those you find less helpful. More than anything, listen beyond 
these words, for the Spirit of God, who is speaking to you in love, with purpose. 
 
Video Address: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wz42dA7GPxE  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wz42dA7GPxE
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1. What do you know in your bones? What do you believe? What matters to you – What has God put in your 
heart (to live more deeply into/do/share)? It’s important to speak and act, rooted in what you know (your 
own life experience), the love you have been given, and as the person that is precisely you! God’s love is 
known and experienced powerfully through the specifics of you!  

   
2. What stands in your way of doing this more fully? (is it fear of what others will think, or how perceptions 

may change (like the opinions about Crispus from those in his synagogue)? Is it fear of truly being “seen” and 
putting yourself out there? Or fear you will in some way “fail”? Or is it the simple act of getting started 
- needing to “do it”, and prioritize your witness? What if God went with you? And spoke with and through 
you? And provided what you needed to continue? What might God have to say about the things that stand in 
the way of your witness growing?  

  
3. How might you already be doing some of these things (in understated, or not so understated ways)? How 

might God already shine through you to your neighbors, like Titus, or to your coworkers, or friends, or family 
(like Crispus), community members of various kinds? Might we just lack the eyes to believe our witness 
matters? And if we know it matters, to be intentional about it? How might God be calling and leading you 
newly now?  

 
4. On the flip side of things… How might God also be telling you that you are already enough, beloved, and 

a witness in ways you underestimate or can hardly imagine (as one who strives to listen with an open-
heart, believes God’s word, and live in faithful response - even when no one else is watching… 
and sometimes when everybody is watching, like Crispus!)?  

 

 

PRAYER  
 
For all your saints, Faithful God — especially those whose small acts and consistent faith have 
meant so much —we give you thanks. We praise you for being at work through every one of us to 
build up the body of Christ. We offer ourselves for your work, as well – that in the belief you 
give, we, too, may bear witness to grace, freedom, and joy in you. Give us ears to truly hear where 
and how you are calling us to daily forms of witness and service. Assure us of your faithful work in 
us - alive, important, and purposeful, no matter how small we might sometimes feel! Make us bold 
in our believing and courageous in our witness of your love...We rarely see clearly how 
important our lives (in your hands) can be! May we trust your great power and wisdom to 
use our every little thing for your glory.  Amen.  
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